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The “non-commutative ergodic theorem” of Oseledec [4] gives some sort 
of spectral theory for random matrix products. The eigenvalues are replaced 
by certain characteristic exponents which, in the case of a constant matrix, are 
the logarithms of the moduli of the eigenvalues. In the present paper we investi- 
gate the dependence of the characteristic exponents on the data of the problem 
and prove analyticity under certain conditions. 
To be more specific, let (Q, p) be a probability space and 7 a measurable 
map Q -+ Q preserving the measure p. Let T: Q + M,(R) be a measurable 
function, u-ith values in the real m x m matrices, such that1 
log+ II T-II E-w) 
then 
exists p-almost everywhere. This is a theorem of Furstenberg and Kesten [2], 
slightly less powerful than that of Oseledec. If p is ergodic, the limit is almost 
everywhere equal to a constant x(T, p), and we have 
Actually, X( T, p) is the largest characteristic exponent determined by (52, p, 7, T) 
and we shall for the purposes of this introduction only concern ourselves with 
that characteristic exponent. 
Suppose that R is compact, 7 continuous and let 7 be the Banach space of 
continuous maps Q + M,(R) (use as norm the sup= of the matrix norm). The 
function x( ., p) defined by ( 1.1) is upp er semi-continuous on Y. We can improve 
1 log+ x = mar{O, log r]. 
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this result to one of real-anaIyticity of x(., p) on a neighborhood of 7’,, if there 
is a proper closed convex cone G C EF with apex at the origin such that 
Z;(x) C C {O) U int C 
for all X. This is the prototype of the results of this paper, and it applies for 
instance if Z’a is constant2 and has a simple positive eigenvalue strictly larger 
than the moduIi of the other eigenvalues. Actually it is useful and easy to 
consider the more general situation where C depends continuously on .Y and 
one assumes only 
7’,(X) C(x) C (0: U int C(7x) U in+C(Tx)) 
Instead of using the same space R” for each x t D one can, as a furthcrgeneraliza- 
tion consider a continuous vector bundle over Q (see below for details). This 
extension (Theorem 3. I) allows to cover the cast where D is a piece of differ- 
entiable manifold, 7 a diffeomorphism of the manifold mapping Q into itself 
and T, for instance, the tangent map (T(X) maps the tangent space to the manifold 
at x to the tangent space at TX). 
We shalI see that considering the pth exterior power TA”P of T gives informa- 
tion on the sum of the highest p characteristic numbers. (See Section 4.3). We 
shall also see that if the matrix T(x) becomes complex, x(T, p) is locally the 
real part of a complex anaIytic function of T (Section 4.7 and Proposition 4.8). 
The methods of proof of the present paper are inspired by those used for 
differentiable dynamical systems (see Section 4.6). 
The case of random products of matrices with positive entries is relevant to 
the statistical mechanics of disordered one-dimensional spin systems. (One 
obtains for instance the analyticity of the free energy with respect to temperature 
for one-dimensional “spin glasses” with finite range interactions.) On this case 
see also [6, Corollary 6.231. 
An interesting question, not discussed here, is that of the nature of the 
singularities of x(0, p). Can discontinuities occur ? This could be of intcrest for 
applications to physics (or ingcneering, etc.). 
2. C~NTINU~CS BUNDLES 
Let Q be a compact space, E a topological space and 57: Et--+ D a continuous 
surjection. We assume given open sets N, covering Q and hnmcomorphisms 
4,: r-riv, t-, N, x Rm such that y!~,.$ = (~6, g& and 4e o $l(~, U) (x, &Y) U) 
where s -g,,(x) is continuous AT1 n No F+ G&,&(R). These data define a 
? That is, T,(x) is independent of x. 
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continuous vector bundle over R which we denote by E or (E(x)),,, , where 
E(x) = 7-5~ is a vector space isomorphic to RF. We shall call norm on E a 
continuous function 11 . [I: E F+ R such that its restriction to E(x) is a norm for 
each X. It is clear how to define a continuous or a Bore1 measurable subbundle 
of E. 
Let 7 be a homeomorphism of 8. A continuous vector bundle map T (of E) 
over ‘I is a continuous map T: IX+ E such that r 0 T = r 0 r and, if T(x) is the 
restriction of T to E(x), T(x): E(x) w E( TX is ) . I inear. Such maps form a Banach 
space Y with respect to the norm 
Different norms on E yield equivalent norms (2.1). 
Given T: E H E, one defines readily its adjoint T*: E* w E* where E” is 
the dual of E; T* is a continuous vector bundle map over 7-l. One defines also 
T*: E* H P where P(x) is the exterior algebra of E(x). T* is a continuous 
vector bundle map over 7. If 2’ is invertible, its inverse T-l is a continuous 
vector bundle map over 7-l. 
We give now a version of the non-commutative ergodic theorem of Oseledec, 
which will be useful for our purposes. 
2.1. THEOREM. Let as above Q be a compact space, r: B + l2 a continuous 
map, E a continuous m-dimensional vector bundle over Ll, and T a continuous 
vector bundle map of E over 1. Write 
T,” = T(F?c) .aa T(r,lc) T(x) 
ad denote by I the set of r-invariant probability measures on Q. 
There is a Bore1 subset r of Q such that p(F) = 1 for every p 6 I, and for each 
x ED the following holds. There is a strictly increasing sequence of subspaces: 
0 = v’o’ C y(l) C .,. C V(8tZ)) = E 0 z & (x) such that, for r = 1 ,.a., s(x), 
a& h(r) < Al21 < ... < X(s(r)); cue may hawe AL” = - 03. [The Vz’ and hr’ are 0 % 
uniquely defined with these properties, and independent of the choice of norm 
on E]. The maps x ++ s(x), (YLl),..., V:(“)‘), (AZ),..., A:‘““) are Borel. Furthermore 
(2.2) 
The ,I:’ are the characteristic. exponents of T at x. 
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2.2. Remarks. (a) If p ~1, define 
Then, by a standard subadditivity argument 
so that x(., p) is upper semi-continuous, as noted in the introduction. 
(h) One can show that the characteristic exponents of P1” (the Pth 
exterior power) are all sums of p different characteristic exponents A;” of T, 
where these may be repeated with muItipGcity VZ~) = dim C’r’ - dim ‘VrL1). 
In particuIar the subspace of E(x) Alp corresponding to the largest characteristic 
exponent of T AP is spanned by p-vectors corresponding to the largest charac- 
teristic exponents of T. 
2.3. PYOO$Y. The above results follow immediately from the work of 
Oseledec [4] except that the latter assumes the invertibilitp of 7 and T. The 
proof of the multiplicative ergodic theorem by Oseledec is somewhat com- 
plicated. The principle of a simpler proof, based on a theorem by Furstenberg 
and Kesten [2], has been given by Raghunathan [5]. Using Raghunathan’s 
method one obtains readily Theoretn 2.1, and Remark 2.2(b), without in- 
vertibility assumption on 7 and T. Actually the main results of the present 
paper (Section 3) do not use the full strength of Theorem 2. I, the theorem 
of Furstenberg and Kesten, in the form 2.2, being sufficient. 
3. BUNDLE MAPS PRESERVING A FAMILY OF CONES 
The-main result of this paper is the following. 
3.1. THEOREM. Let Sz be a compact space, 7 a homeomorphism of 52, E a con- 
tinuous m-dinmsional vector bundle over fJ, and Y the Banach space of colatinuous 
vector bundle maps T: E + E over 7, with the norm (2.1). 
Let 9 be the open subset of I consisting of those T such that for each x E G 
there is a proper closed conaex cone C(x) C E(x)for which C(x) u (-C(x)) depends 
continuously on x, and 
E(x) C (O,,} U int C(ZX) U int(-C(7X)) 
[C(X) has its apex at the origine 0, of E(x)]. 
Then JOY ever-v p E I, the function x( ., p) is real aaaijdic on :Y. 
607/32/r-6 
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Notice that 9 is in genera1 not dense in Y [counterexample: take R reduced 
to a point and T the rotation by x/2 in KF’]. 
Our proof will be based on use of the implicit function theorem. Another 
method of proof is given below (Theorem 4.8). Explicit forms for x(., p) and its 
derivatives will be indicated in Section 4.1. We start with two propositions 
which are of interest in their own right. 
3.2. PROPOSITION. (a) If T E B, there is a unique T-invariant vector sub- 
bundle F of E such that for each x 
F(x) cC(x) ” (-w-4) 
Furthermore F(x) is one-dimensional and depends continuously on x and T. 
(b) A subbundle F* oj E* is similarly defined with respect to T* and the 
corns 
C*(x) = (7 E E(x)*: (7, E) > Ofor all 6 E C(X)} 
F*(x) is one-dimensional and depends continuously on x and T. 
(c) If T,, E B, there exist a neighborhood 0 of To , (y. < 1 and C such that 
for all n > 0, and x E Iz 
whenever T E 0 and 5, 7 are unit vectors respectively in F(x) and orthogonal to 
F*(x). 
Let 9’ be the set of pairs (x, l ) where x E 9, E = &C(x) and let T’(x, 6) = 
(TX, T,). By considering bundIes and bundle maps over sz’ and T’ instead of 9 
and 7, one reduces the proof of the proposition to the case when C(X) depends 
continuously on x and TC(x) C (O,,} u int C(KX). 
We may then choose a, beIonging to the interior of C(X), depending con- 
tinuously on x, and such that Ij a, 11 = 1. 
The convex compact set 
in the topologica1 vector space nIrEia E(x)* is mapped into itself continuously 
by T’: 
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It has therefore a fixed point (a:) by LeraySchauder (notice that x --+ G: is 
not a priori continuous). 
Taking 82 = uf/i] u,* 11 we have 
Notice that, since bz E T”C(TX)*, there is G > 0 independent of s such that 
the ball of radius t centered at h”, is contained in C(r)*. Dually to the existence 
of (b:), one proves the existence of (b,.) such that 6,. E C(x) and 
and 
K(x) = ((6 E t::(x): (b:, t) -: 0 and b, + ( E C(X)> 
T”t = T(/li Tb, i! if f E E(X). 
Since W(X) C int C(TX) U (O,,j and since the ball of radius < centered at bz 
is contained in C(X)*, there is 01 c: I such that 
T”K(r) c nK(xq (3.2) 
for all X. Therefore we have 
F+i diam Y”‘K(x) = 0 
exponentially fast and uniformly in X. This implies that T7~C(~~W~) tends to the 
half line along b,r and that 
uniformly in X. Therefore .X --* h, is continuous. 
If T is allowed to vary in a small open set B we can assume that u, is can- 
tinuous with respect to (x, T) E Q x p, and that the convergence of (3.3) is 
uniform on that set. Therefore b,: is continuous with respect to (x, T) E D x :P. 
If F(x) is the one-dimensional space spanned by 6, , the subhundlc F clearly 
satisfies part (a) of the Proposition. Fart (b) follows from part (a), noting that 
T*C*(-rx) C {O,> U int C*(x) 
Finally, (3.1) follows from (3.2), proving part (c) of the proposition. 
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3.3. PROPOSITION. The continuous sections of the bundle of one-dimensional 
subspaces of S (resp. E’*) form in a natural manner a real analytic Banach manifold 
3 (resp. 8*). 
The map T *F (resp. T -F*) dejined by Proposition 3.2 is real analytic 
B ++ it (vesp. .Y rt ig*). 
The real analytic structure on 3, 9” is described in Bourbaki [l] (Section 15, 
first footnote). 
For G F !g and G sufficiently close to F we can define 8,G E 9 by 
(&G)(x) = T(G(r+)) 
If F,, is the subbundle corresponding to TO E 9’ in Proposition 3.2(a), we have 
BTaF,, = F, , and there are neighborhoods d of To in B and @ of FO in 9 such 
that (T, G) --t &F is real analytic: G x %( - 9. Furthermore the tangent map3 
tFoSTo: t,OY - tFO% has spectral radius < 1 [actually (3.1) shows that the spectral 
radius uf tF,BT, is +I. Therefore tp,$ - id is invertible and there is, by the 
implicit function theorem (see [I, Sect:on 5.6.71, a function 9) real analytic in 
a neighborhood of TO with values in 9 such that p(TJ = FO and B&T) := v(T). 
In view of Proposition 3.2, these conditions imply that v(T) = F, and thus 
that Y.-F is real analytic. Similarly T + F* is real analytic. 
3.4. Proof c$ the theorem. Let 2’, E 9 and let a,(x), a:(x) respectively be 
unit vectors in the bundles F,, , Ft of Proposition 3.2(a) and (b). 
Define 
From Proposition 3.2 and the definition of x(T, p) (Remark 2.2) we obtain 
uniformly for T in some neighborhood of TO The function f,& has a derivative 
and therefore, again by Proposition 3.2, 
(3.5) 
where 0 + a(x) EF(x), 0 f a*(x> EF*(x). Clearly, the normalization of a, a* 
s To avoid confusion we use t to denote tangents to 9’. 
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is without importance. The limit (3.5) is again uniform in a neighborhood of 
T,, , therefore (3.4) yields 
(3.6) 
We shall now see that the map 
(Uf(TX), Vu(x)) 
CT, I!) r* Lx +a. (a*(a), Tu(x)) I 
is reaI analytic in T, I: and linear in U from 9 x F to G?(Q) [the real continuous 
functions on 81. It suffices to verify this locally with respect to I*“. Now since 
T-F, F* are real analytic by Proposition 3.3, we can take locally T -+ a(a), 
a*(x) real anaIytic (with values in continuous sections of E, K*) and we have 
proved what we announced. Prom (3.6) we find thus that T + Dx( T, p) is real 
analytic (with values in the dual of F). Therefore, finally, T t, x( T, p) is real 
analytic on 9. 
4. REMARKS AND COMPLEMENTS 
4.1. Eq~essions for x( T, p) and its derivatives 
From Remark 2.2(a), we have 
if 0 f a(x) EF(x). If 0 f 0*(x) EF”( x we have also, according to (3.6), ) 
Let 
I (e*(A), Ua(+‘x)) I, (a*(Tx), Vu(x)) 
(u*(f%), Tu(+~x)) ‘\ ‘(u*(Tx), Ta(x)) 
then 
The easy proof is Ieft to the reader (proceed as for (3.4)). Higher derivatives 
can be computed simiIarly. 
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4.2. PROPOSITION. If T ET, a necessary und sufficient condition for X E 9’ 
is that E and E* respectively have T- and T*-invariant continuous one-dimensional 
subbundles F and F* such that F(x) and F*(x) are not orthogonal for any x E Q, 
and there exist IY < 1 and C real such that 
whemaer 5, ‘17 ate unit vectors respectively in F(x) and orthogonal to F*(x), n > 0, 
x E Q. 
We have already shown that (4.1) holds if T E g (Proposition 3.2(c)). It 
remains to prove that (4.1) implies T E 9. Let &, 71 be the components of [ E E 
respectively along F and orthogonal to F*; assume E # 0 and define 
which is a convex function of q/II [ 11. Then, if n is chosen such that a < C--l/n, 
and we can take 
C(x) ” t-CM3 = FL) u (5 E E(x): n(5) < 1) 
4.3. Exterior powers. 
Define 
Then, according to the Remark 2.2(6), x,(T, p) is the integral with respect to p, 
of the sum of the largest p different characteristic exponents A:’ of T, counted 
with multiplicity rng’ = dim Vr’ - dim VzA1). We may thus apply Theorem 3.1 
to prove analyticity of T + x,( T, p) if TAP E 9 (p). Here PQ’) consists of those 
bundle maps T(p): EAp H E*n over I such that for each x E SJ there is a proper 
closed convex cone UP)(X) C E(x)“” for which C’(“)(x) u (-Cl”)(x)) depends 
continuously on x, and 
TcpY?p)(x) C {O,,] U int C(21)(~~) U int(-UP)(7x)) 
The following result reduces to Proposition 4.2 when p = 1. 
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4.4. PROPOSITION. If T E Y, a necessary and su@ient condition for T-Q E Y(p) 
is the following. 
(HP). There are conti~suous T-invariant subbundles I?+, EL of ,Y with 
dim E+ 1 p, dim K- - m - p, and E = E+ @ I?- and there exist cc < I and A 
real such that 
II TV- II < Aa” II T% /I (4.2) 
whenwer t, , & are zmit vectors in l?+(a), E-(x) respectively, II 2 0, x E Q. 
In view of Proposition 4.2, the condition TAP E P(v) is equivalent to (4.1) 
with T replaced by TAP. We shall prove the equivalence with (4.2) using the 
same cx. First notice that we can (without changing a) assume that the norm on E 
is Euclidean. By diagonalizing (T”)* T” one can find orthogonal unit vectors 
t I ,..., [, G E(s) and ql ,..., 7m E E(T’“x) such that Tntk = a,Ts where a, 2 
“2 2 ... > a, _ If n is such that ACP < 1, (4.2) means that ,$I ,..., [, E E+(x), 
E 9fl ,..., L, E R.(x) and a,,1 d (Aan) a, . On the other hand, if ti is such that 
Can < 1, (4.1) holds for TAP when the one-dimensional bundle is that generated 
by [r A *.. A tp, and 
ala2 ... aPL-lap+l < (CcP) a, 8.1 a, 
Therefore, for sufficiently large n, (4.2) is the same as (4.1) applied to Pp. 
4.5. COROLLARY. (a) The set .Pfl of those T E F such that property (H,) 
holds is open in T, and E+(x), E_(x) depend continuously on (x, T) E 52 x 3, . 
(b) If Tong,, one can choose a: < I, A real and a neighborhood 0 of T, 
such that (4.2) hoZds unifody for (x, T) E 9 x 8. 
4.6. fl_vperbolic spZittings 
Let E,. , E_ be continuous T-invariant subbundles of E, with dim E, = p, 
dim II- = m - p, and E = E+ @ 0 . Suppose that jI+ , Bi are such that 
BP < /?,. , B.,. > 0, and if N 2 0 
Then (H,) holds with A = B-/B, , CK =: p-j/F. Thus, if T’ is sufficiently close 
to T, there will be T’-invariant subbundles Ei close to .E& and it is readily seen 
that inequalities corresponding to (4.3) will hold with constants Bi , ,$ close 
to B, , pi . This is true in particular for IryperboZic splittings of E, i.e., when 
one can take p- < I < fi+ . Those 7’ for which E has a hyperbolic splitting 
thus form an open subset of F. 
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Hyperbolic splittings have been studied mostly when G’ is a differentiable 
manifoId or part of it, 7 a diffeomorphism, and T = TT the tangent to the 
diffeomorphism. See in particular Smale [7], Moser [3]. 
4.7. Complex matrices 
Let Q, r be as before, and EC a continuous complex vector bundle over Q,. 
The continuous complex vector bundle maps (of Ec) over 7 form a complex 
Banach space 9-c . If EC has complex dimension m’, there is an underlying 
structure of m-dimensional real bundle E on EC , where m = 2m’. The space Fc , 
considered as real Banach space becomes then a closed subspace of the space F 
of real vector bundle maps of E over 7. We define Bc to consist of those T E Xc 
such that EC and Eg respectively have T- and T*-invariant continuous one- 
dimensional complex subbundles F and F* such that F(x) and F*(x) are not 
orthogonal for any x E Q and there exist CL < 1 and C real such that 
whenever f, 77 are unit vectors respectively in F(x) and orthogonal to F*(x), 
?I. 2 0, FzEJ-2. 
Corollary 4.5 applies to the present situation with p = 2 and E+ , E- are 
complex subbundles when T E Yc . In particular Bc is open in Yc . 
If T E Yc then the largest two characteristic exponents of T, considered as 
element of F, are equa1. Thus, with the notation of Section 4.3, 
XV, P) = MT, P) 
In particular x(*, p) is real analytic on Bc for the structure of real Banach 
space on Pc . We have however the following more precise result. 
4.8. PROPOSITION. The functioon x( ., p) + R on 8, is locally the real part of 
a complex analytic function. 
Let indeed TO E Bc and let a,(.~), at(x) respectively be unit vectors in the 
compZex bundles F, and F,f in the definition of Bc , Define 
Using Corollary 4.5, we find E > 0 such that (a$(~%), 
andT~Ol=(T~Fll:~T-TO~<~}.Clearly 
T?q,(x)) # 0 for all rr 
T - [x ~ (“o*(TnX), T”u,(x)) 
I 
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is hoIomorphic from 0 to the complex continuous functions on I2 and the same 
is therefore true of 
provided the log is defined by continuity with the value 0 for T == To . Therefore 
fn is holomorphic on 8. 
We have 
From the definitions and Corollary 4.5 we obtain 
uniformly for T in some neighborhood-say fi-of I”,, To conclude the proof 
of the proposition it suffices to show that the j, tend to a limit uniformly in F. 
Equivalently it suffices to prove this for the derivatives IIf*: 
This folIows readily from Corollary 4.5. 
4.9. Abstract measure theory 
Suppose T is a measure preserving map of the probability space (Q, p). The 
various theorems of this paper have analogs where functions in L’“(p) occur 
instead of continuous functions on Q. This is because of the canonical isomor- 
phism of the C*-algebra&“(p) with the aIgebra of complex continuous functions 
on its spectrum. We leave the details to the reader. 
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